Tim Price
Tim Price has more than 30 years of senior financial and operational management
experience that spans from multi-billion-dollar public companies to small non-profits, and
much of the ground in between. He has been part of the leadership teams of high growth,
mature, turnaround and early growth companies, both public and private. The bulk of his
career has been in retail and wholesale, including executive roles in such industry leading
companies as Limited Brands, Kohl’s, May Department Stores, and Hollywood Video. In
addition to financial management as Controller and CFO, Tim has led the full spectrum of
operational functions, including logistics, IT, HR, and loss prevention. As the CFO of three
multi-billion-dollar public companies, Tim has led all aspects of the financial operations,
including investor relations, capital structure, and SEC reporting. In both public and
private companies Tim has been directly involved in creating and executing
comprehensive strategic business plans. He is currently the CEO of Dolce Vita Footwear in
Seattle, a high growth private company that designs, produces, and sells a portfolio of
footwear and apparel brands. Prior to that, Tim was the CFO for Ultimate Electronics, a
$400 million consumer electronics retailer in Colorado, the CFO for Hollywood Video, a $2
billion chain of 4,500 video rental and game stores, CFO for one division, and Controller
for another division of May Department Stores, Controller for Kohl’s Department Stores
and Controller for the flagship division of The Limited. Tim holds a BA in Political
Economics from Capital University.
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COO, CFO
Public company parent and division, private company
Small cap to multi-billion-dollar sales
High growth, mature, turn-around, and early phase companies
Retail and wholesale
Extensive fashion industry experience, including private label development
Bank debt, subordinated debt, asset-based loans
Private and public company restructuring
Multiple large system developments and implementations
Public company post-acquisition integration
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